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Dwayne Douglas Johnson (born May 2, ), also known by his ring name The Rock, is an
American actor, producer, and semi-retired professional wrestler.Rock or Rocks may refer to:
Contents. [hide]. 1 Places. United Kingdom; United States; Elsewhere; Multiple entities. 2
People; 3 Arts.Rock or stone is a natural substance, a solid aggregate of one or more minerals
or mineraloids. For example, granite, a common rock, is a combination of the.Rock music is a
broad genre of popular music that originated as "rock and roll" in the United States in the early
s, and developed into a range of different.The official YouTube channel for Dwayne "The
Rock" Johnson & Seven Bucks Digital Studios.Dwayne Johnson, Actor: Journey 2: The
Mysterious Island. Dwayne Douglas Johnson, also known as The Rock, was born on May 2, in
Hayward.Definition of rock - the solid mineral material forming part of the surface of the earth
and other similar planets, exposed on the surface or underlyin.The top destination for Rock
and Roll music and stars, with exclusive interviews, backstage access and the Billboard charts,
only on the new Billboard Rock.Rock definition is - to move back and forth in or as if in a
cradle. How to use rock in a sentence. Synonym Discussion of rock.Rock, in geology,
naturally occurring and coherent aggregate of one or more minerals. Such aggregates
constitute the basic unit of which the solid Earth is.rock definition: 1. the dry solid part of the
earth's surface, or any large piece of this that sticks up out of the ground or the sea: 2. a piece
of rock or stone: 3. a line.Rock band merch, band t-shirts, music apparel, posters, & more by
aceacademysports.com Shop for rock band merchandise, accessories, hard to find t-shirts,
band merch.From Middle English rocke, rokke (“rock formation”), from Old English *rocc
(“rock ”), as in Old English stanrocc (“high stone rock, peak, obelisk”), and also later.m
Followers, Following, Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from @therock.The Rock home of The Morning Rumble, Thane & Dunc, and The No Repeat Workday.6 days ago
Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson topped the Forbes list of annual earnings for actors in , setting a
new record. His net worth is even larger.
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